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Agronomy of fodder and forage crops
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Due date of submission: 10.11.2016

Instruction
1. Write the responses to the assignment in your own handwriting.
2. Submit the responses to your HOD within the due date.
3. Write your Name, Programme, and Enrolment No. clearly at the top of the page.

Q.1 (I) Described the guar Cultivation?
(II) Described

the oats Cultivation?

Q-2 (I) Described the barley Cultivation?
(II) Described the senji Cultivation?
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Due date of submission: 10.11.2016

Instruction
1. Write the responses to the assignment in your own handwriting.
2. Submit the responses to your HOD within the due date.
3. Write your Name, Programme, and Enrolment No. clearly at the top of the page.

Q-1 (I) Explain the main points to selection of crop rotation?
(II) Define cropping scheme? Preparation of cropping scheme for a15 ha. Farm situated in the Monad
university vanity. Workout intensity of cropping to this farm and cropping scheme Rotational intensity of
the farm??

Q-2. (I) (A) Define cropping scheme? Preparation of cropping scheme for a50 ha. Farm situated in the
Monad university vanity. Workout intensity of cropping to this farm and cropping scheme?
(II) Suggest a suitable cropping scheme for a farm of 10 ha. Which is stabilized near a sugar mill? The
farmer has a tube well to irrigate his land. Calculate the cropping intensity and Rotational intensity of the
farm?
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